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Dear Editor,

In 2018, after the ‘#SoMe4Surgery’ collaboration resulted in unexpected success, a collaborative 

initiative that aimed to conduct more accessible research for medical professionals and patients 

on Twitter started to bring together high-skilled researchers, junior doctors and medical students 

under the roof of ‘#OpenSourceResearch’ [1]. Since the environment in which scientific work is 

produced is generally behind closed doors, aspiring medical scientists often find it difficult to 

become a part of research teams because they are at the very beginning of their career. Upon 

seeing the opportunity provided by #SoMe4Surgery, many different subspecialties met online and 

tried to put forward a product to prove that collaborative social media use could have great 

potential for future research projects. The #OpenSourceResearch collaboration has been 

successful in connecting enthusiastic young researchers with experienced scientists and medical 

professionals, especially in the field of colorectal surgery.

#OpenSourceResearch has also been instrumental in recruiting researchers from LMIC who 

usually do not have enough financial and/or intellectual support to take part in scientific projects; A
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thereby helping them fulfill their potential. Anyone can contribute to our research projects and the 

only requirements are having a creative mind and internet access. It is that simple to be a part of 

the scientific world if you join this cutting edge initiative.

There is a continuous exponential growth of scientific studies in surgery. #OpenSourceResearch 

will help in examining the quality of research and increase the impact of good research on 

everyday surgical practice. This has been shown by the first #OpenSourceResearch collaboration 

project where 41 researchers examined 106 studies focused on the effects of biological treatment 

on postoperative outcome [2]. The subject was chosen as a case in point to show how 

#OpenSourceResearch can investigate redundant or problematic aspects of scientific research in 

surgery and suggest remedies.

In the second project, the collaborators took a more complex task to examine patient-reported 

outcomes (PROM’s) in colorectal surgery after a survey on Twitter [3]. We reviewed the existing 

literature about the most frequently used PROMs in colorectal cancer and inflammatory bowel 

disease. Then, we developed a road map to ascertain core outcomes via opinion gathering 

through social media. Patient representatives worked together with academic researchers in the 

production of this paper. Thus, it provided us with a chance to shape new PROM’s from the 

patients’ perspectives who were active in the production of the paper. All co-authors were 

intellectual contributors in the resulting publication, and were listed under the 

‘OpenSourceResearch Collaborating Group’. We believe this to be a feature that distinguishes 

#OpenSourceResearch collaboration from other collaborative scientific ventures.

OpenSourceResearch Collaboration has now grown to conduct more studies and includes more 

researchers internationally. We invite medical students, nurses, surgeons, any healthcare 

providers, societies which bring national / international medical professionals together, and 

patient health advocates around the world to become involved in this cutting edge project by 

contacting us through Twitter and taking responsibility in our research projects.
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